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Ezgi Ergün  
 
 

The breaking points of this period set the scene for a brand new cinema. Being a 
product of culture and affected by the conditions of the period, cinema with no doubt 

these hard times, The Turkish Cinema come to a stopping point as a result of the 
changes in the law of liabilities in 1987.  

This headway by which American film and production companies acquired the 
right for distribution and display in Turkey, affected the circumstances of Turkish 
cinemagoers and in an very short period of time the Hollywood Cinema became the 
dominant narrator. Hereat, the Turkish directors called on two different practices with 
the aim of revitalizing the Turkish Cinema. Some of them imizated the Hollywood 
Cinema for the fear of revenue while some others began to develop a narrative style 
which has its own dialect and is different in terms of genre and content. The differences 
between the structures of Turkish narration appear under they've circumstances.  

In the present study the narrative forms and techniques in the Turkish Cinema are 
mentioned and they are comperatively overlooked. From the point of view that the 
changes and transformations after 90 s come up to now  I s
zooos,  and  by Nuri Bilge Ceylan are analysed in 
terms of narration. While classical narration cinema films to reach a counter success 

counter concern and shape on artistic valves without depending on certain patterns. 
They have a specific narrative style and this is depicted over the analysed films.   
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